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User friendly curriculum guideline. Reads just like a college textbook. Back in 1999 I was therefore worried and center
broken when my child was diagnosed with autism.What I get most from it is the lesson planning material, this book is
filled with good examples of targets for every skill. There is a section on beginning, intermediate and advanced curricula,
which can be used on their own, or with additional curriculum manuals, and each entry is provided an application guide
with specific targets, and a print out for the program's data acquiring. I can print it out, when my assessments indicate
this program is necesary, and hand it to the interventionist so they have the directions, too.I agree that there are other
books out there well worth reading as well. It has great resources and is split up into well defined sections. the dietary
plan and supplementation). While not always a speech therapy manual, it is a Godsend for approaching the behavior
problems and beginning to grab those intervention abilities in kiddos with ASDs. I had just graduated from college with a
BA in Psychology. Glad I Read It After my child's ASD diagnosis, I immediately did research. Would recommend this
publication to anyone who works together with kids or for parents as a reference for his or her own children."I
purchased this book (any many others since) shortly after in order to amount out what I possibly could do. A calendar
year and much reading later, I can say that I'm pleased I bought this reserve. It provided an excellent
foundation/starting point. The go to if you are working with kids on the spectrum This book is a staple of SLPs atlanta
divorce attorneys clinic I've worked for. (definitely check the reviews before you buy) I leaned towards the even more
academic material as therapy progressed. There are also some good books compiled by family members that help with
the emotional journey (others I've exceeded on since it didn't do much for me). We did try alternative treatments (i.e.
The useful portions (which are a majority of the book) really break down the hierarchy of skills and give clear steps for
implementing ABA-style interventions. Five Stars Excellent purchase Good for all children I work with a selection of kids
with differing disorder. Five Stars My sons is usually autistic and this book has very great information. It generally does
not work for everybody, but we did visit a change with the dietary plan so I also have several GFCF related books in my
own library aswell. This book is great to have as a reference. I need to have as much different techniques as I are able to
because there is always "that kid" that poses a issue. ABA Therapy rapidly became the most obvious choice towards any
type of "recovery. Reads such as a college textbook Very informative. Five Stars Great reserve, timeless and generously
gives great programming suggestions. There's a lot of material in this book that is great, from treatment planning to
how to recruit employees. Great book Great book! So Powerful, So Effective, God Bless Catherine Maurice! There are
even circulation charts for rendering behavior intervention decisions, and a lot of general use data linens. Really worth
the investment. Definitely not a book designed for teachers. This publication is intended for parents.!! My child will be 23
quickly. He works, he's simply taken my car, goes to community university, has great friends, loves life and is simply as
gentle, however perceptive and great with a big center. Definitely not a book meant for teachers. Maurice. This book is
powerful. Do not be discouraged. Provide this reserve a chance. You will not regret it. It isn't easy, but it gets the job
completed!! Bless her, bless Ms. Yes Lord! Maurice. God bless Ms. This publication .. I'm sure this may be ideal for
parents though. I understood about positive reinforcement. But this publication right here is PRICELESS! Just provides
some summaries and recommends additional books to further read about ABA since this reserve doesn't really get very
much into ABA or anything that a special education teacher wouldn't already know..
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